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Complementarity and quantum erasure with entangled-photon states
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A quantum-erasure experiment was performed on superposition states of two photons in either of two
spatiotemporal modes. Symmetrical tapping of energy from the two-mode state creates a four-mode entangled
state. A direct measurement of one photon in two of the modes reveals the path of the second one, thereby
eliminating the possibility of observing interference between the two remaining modes. It is shown that a
unitary rotation of one of the two-mode states erases the path information; as a consequence, the visibility of
the other two-mode state can be resurrected.

PACS number~s!: 03.65.Bz, 42.50.Dv, 42.65.Ky
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I. INTRODUCTION

Complementarity, the presence in a physical system
two properties that cannot simultaneously be known p
cisely, has attracted great interest since the early day
quantum mechanics. Wave-particle duality, which represe
the complementary nature of the wavelike and particlel
behaviors of a quantum system, is perhaps the example
has garnered the greatest share of attention. The wav
behavior is manifested in interference experiments. Ho
ever, when awelcher-weg~which-path! measurement is car
ried out on an interfering system, the system becomes
tangled with the measuring apparatus, so that the paths o
system become distinguishable, and the fringe visibility v
ishes. In recent years several quantitative expressions of
specific duality have been discussed@1–10# and experimen-
tally confirmed@11–18#. If the which-path detector is also
quantum system, the distinguishability could be erased w
the interference is restored. Experiments along this line,
proposed by Scully and Dru¨hl @19#, are called quantum
erasure experiments, and have been discussed extensiv
connection with complementarity@4,10,13,14,16–18,20,21#.

One aspect of complementarity that has been particul
debated is the particular physical mechanism that enforc
@6,7,22–24#, and further to what extent complementarity, e
pressed for example by the inequality derived by Englert@9#
@Eq. ~4! below#, is a statement of complementarity indepe
dent of the Heisenberg@25# or Schrödinger-Robertson uncer
tainty principles@7,9,21,22,26#. The two issues are intercon
nected, as it has been argued that the which-p
measurement is always connected by a random momen
kick that destroys the possibility of obtaining interferen
fringes@7,22#. This issue has been shown to be rather su
as quantum mechanics allows the possibility of differe
definitions as to what constitutes a random kick@24#. It has
recently been argued, in fact, that many which-path a
quantum-erasure measurements involve measurement o
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ther position nor momentum@21,27,28#. In particular, Luis
and Sa´nchez-Soto@27# showed that in experiments in whic
the path determination can be described within a tw
dimensional Hilbert space, the ‘‘kicked’’ observable is pha
difference rather than momentum. The experiments repo
in Refs. @11–15#, and the experiment reported below, fa
within this category whereas, for example, the experim
originally proposed in Ref.@19# and the experiments reporte
in Refs.@16,17#, do not.

In this paper we report an even more dramatic experim
in which a large and deliberate change is applied to the
ternal state of the object. Nevertheless the complemen
character of the wavelike and particlelike behavior is ma
tained.

II. A QUANTUM-ERASURE EXPERIMENT
BASED ON ENTANGLED-PHOTON STATES

Central to the discussion about what physical mechan
enforces complementarity has been the extent of momen
transfer imparted by a which-path measurement. In this
per we present a scheme where the state before the wh
path measurement is a superposition state with two pho
in either of the paths, or more correctly, in either of tw
spatiotemporal modes. By symmetrically tapping ene
from both of the modes, one of the two photons can be u
to gain path information about the remaining photon~Fig. 1!.
On an identically prepared ensemble we measure the vis
ity of interference fringes~Fig. 2!.

By postselection, using a coincidence technique, o
states in which one photon is reflected and one photo
transmitted by either of the beam splitters (BS2 or BS3), are
chosen. In the following discussion the reflected photon w
be denoted the ‘‘meter photon’’ and the transmitted pho
as the ‘‘object photon.’’ This choice is arbitrary, as se
from the symmetry between the transmitted modes and
reflected modes. When the meter is set to give which-p
information, i.e., when beam splitter BS4 has zero or unity
reflectance, the fringe visibility of the object vanishes.
unitary transformation by the meter state ‘‘quantum erase
©2000 The American Physical Society06-1
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the which-path information while providing conditione
fringe visibility, and hence information about the phase d
ference is revealed. In the depicted setup this unitary tra
formation is accomplished by choosing the reflectivity
BS4 to be 50%. In this case there is no way of knowing fro
which of the two ports of BS1 the photon originated.

Our path determination measurement does not pres
the photon number of the object modes, and therefore
momentum of the object will change as a consequence o
measurement. In the present experiment the change is
stantial: half of the momentum of the initial state~the two-
photon superposition state! is lost to the meter mode. Thi
large, and deliberate, object disturbance in comparison w
previous quantum-erasure experiments is the principal in
est of our scheme. We discuss the implications below.

Given the outcome of the meter measurement the lik
hoodL of guessing the right path for the object is@8,9#

L5Max~w11 ,w12!1Max~w21 ,w22!, ~1!

FIG. 1. Distinguishability measurement. The photon pair p
duced by spontaneous parametric down-conversion~SPDC! im-
pinges on beam splitter BS1. Beam splitters BS2 and BS3 are used
to tap one photon. The modes of the reflected photon~the ‘‘meter
photon’’! are mixed by beam splitter BS4. The beam splitters
BS1 , BS2, and BS3 have 50%-50% reflectance and transmittan
whereas the reflectance of BS4 may vary. The single photon detec
tors Do1 andDo2 monitor whether the ‘‘object photon’’ takes th
‘‘ 1’’ or ‘‘ 2’’ path. Similarly the detectorsDm1 and Dm2 tell
which path, ‘‘1’’ or ‘‘ 2,’’ is taken by the ‘‘meter photon.’’

FIG. 2. Visibility measurement. The setup is identical to th
shown in Fig. 1 except that the modes of the transmitted photon~the
‘‘object photon’’! are mixed by the 50%-50% beam splitter BS5.
03210
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wherewmo denotes the probability that the meter photon
detected by detectorm and that the object photon is detecte
by detectoro, and wherem and o are either ‘‘1’’ or ‘‘ 2’’
~see Fig. 1!. A normalized quantitative measure of th
which-path information is given by the distinguishabilityD
defined by@9#

D52L215uw112w12u1uw212w22u. ~2!

The setup for measuring the visibility of quantum interfe
ence is shown in Fig. 2. The visibility is given by

V5
Maxf~w11!2Minf~w11!

Maxf~w11!1Minf~w11!
, ~3!

where, e.g., Maxf(w11) denotes the maximum value of th
probability w11 as the phase shiftf is increased from zero
to p. Due to the symmetry of the setup, the value of th
expression is identical under the transformation1→2 for
either or both indices.

The which-path information given by the distinguishab
ity D, and the phase information given by the visibilityV, is
limited by the inequality@8,9#

V21D2<1. ~4!

Consider an ideal experiment such as that depicted in Fig
and 2. If D51, the paths of the object are completely d
tinguishable and the interference is lost, i.e.,V50. If, on the
other hand,D50, the outcome from the meter measureme
does not reveal any information about the path of the obj
but interference is fully restored, i.e.,V51.

When a pair of down-converted photons with the sa
energy and polarization interacts with a 50%-50% be
splitter, a Schro¨dinger-cat-like state is produced:

C (2)5u1,1&⇒C (2)5
1

A2
~ u2,0&1u0,2&); ~5!

the notationua,b& indicates thata is the photon number in
the ‘‘1’’ path andb is the photon number in the ‘‘2’’ path.
A measurement of the photon numbers in the outgoing p
of the beam splitter reveals that the photons are group
When the state propagates through a phase shifterf, a total
relative phase of 2f is accumulated. This is a manifestatio
of the de Broglie wavelength of the two-photon state,
pointed out in Refs.@29–31#:

C (2)5
1

A2
~e2ifu2,0&1u0,2&). ~6!

In the original Hong-Ou-Mandel experiment@29#, the inter-
ference effects associated with the state in Eq.~6! is shown.
In our experiment we tap out one photon from the state
Eq. ~6! with beam splitters BS2 and BS3. The state then is
transformed to a four-mode entangled state
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C (2)5
1

2 F S i u1,0,1,0&1
u2,0,0,0&

A2
2

u0,0,2,0&

A2
D e2if

1S i u0,1,0,1&1
u0,2,0,0&

A2
2

u0,0,0,2&

A2
D G , ~7!

where the notationua,b,c,d& indicates the following:a is the
photon number in the ‘‘1’’ path of the object,b is photon
number in the ‘‘2’’ path of the object,c is the photon num-
ber in the ‘‘1’’ path of the meter, andd is the photon num-
ber in the ‘‘2’’ path of the meter. We look for the distin
guishability between the ‘‘1’’ and ‘‘ 2’’ modes of the object
and the visibility when the ‘‘1’’ and ‘‘ 2’’ modes of the
object interfere, on condition that one photon is detected
either the ‘‘1’’ or ‘‘ 2’’ meter detector. In the experimen
we record the coincidence counts only from the events w
one of the object detectors fires and one of the meter de
tors fires; thus by post-selection the state in Eq.~7! reduces
to

C (2)5
1

A2
~ u1,0,1,0&e2if1u0,1,0,1&). ~8!

After the meter photon passes through BS4, with reflectance
R45 sin2(u), the post-selected state is

C (2)5
1

A2
@ u1,0&„cos~u!u1,0&1 i sin~u!u0,1&…e2if

1u0,1&„cos~u!u0,1&1 i sin~u!u1,0&…]. ~9!

By varying the reflectanceR4, we can observe that the ob
ject, conditioned of a sharp measurement of the meter s
will demonstrate a transition from particlelike to wavelik
behavior.

The distinguishability computed using Eq.~2! will then be

D5ucos2~u!2 sin2~u!u5ucos~2u!u, ~10!

whereas the visibility, given by Eq.~3!, is

V52ucos~u!sin~u!u5usin~2u!u. ~11!

If the reflectanceR450, or R451, the meter reveals ful
information on which of the paths in Fig. 1 the object phot
takes. For this case there is no interference~Fig. 2!. If R4
51/2, the which-path information is fully erased but the v
ibility is restored. When the object path goes through a 50
50% beam splitter, as in Fig. 2, full contrast interferen
fringes appear for the interference data, which is sorted
two sets according to which of the detectorsDm1 or Dm2

fires. It is clear from Eq.~9! that one of the interference da
sets has a maximum where the other set has its minim
otherwise they are identical for any value ofu. Therefore, if
the outcome of the measurement of the meter state is ign
~i.e., the two sets of data are mixed!, no interference can be
seen. The measurement constitutes aquantum erasersince
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the distinguishability is erased and the interference is
stored, both contingent on the use of the meter-state m
surement.

III. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT AND RESULTS

Spontaneous parametric down-conversion~SPDC! is a
method that has often been used to produce photon pair
this process a pump photon is converted into a pair of p
tons with lower energy. SPDC is possible in nonlinear, bi
fringent materials via the conservation of energyvp5vs
1v i and momentumkp5ks1k i , where the subscripts refe
to the pump~p! and the down-converted photons, usua
denoted signal~s! and idler (i ). There are two types o
SPDC; in type-I SPDC the signal and idler have the sa
polarization, whereas in type-II SPDC they are orthogona
polarized. To minimize the influence of mechanical vibr
tions and drift we used an interferometer in which the ph
tons are in the same spatio-temporal mode but in orthogo
polarization modes~vertical and horizontal!. The setup is
topologically equivalent to the spatial interferometer sho
in Figs. 1 and 2, and is shown in Fig. 3. Similar setups ha
been used for other measurements of fringe visibility@32#.
An adjustable birefrigent delay line is used to compensate
the dispersion from the birefrigent SPDC crystal. The st
after the nonlinear crystal and the compensator, in the h
zontal and vertical (0° and 90°) bases, is

C (2)5u1,1&5a0
†a90

† u0&, ~12!

whereah
† is the creation operator of the polarization mode

h° with respect to the vertical axis. The relative phase s
is applied in a rotated base, which has a 45° angle w

FIG. 3. A photon pair produced in BBO via type-II spontaneo
parametric down-conversion impinges on a compensator platC
~used to make the two photons overlap in time! and thence on a
filter F ~used to narrow the spectral width of the pair!. In a basis
rotated by 45°, the photon pair is described by a Schro¨dinger-cat-
like state. A quarter-wave plate inserted with the fast axis at
with respect to the vertical axis gives rise to a phase shift ofp/2.
By rotating analyzerA1 to 45° or 135° a distinguishability mea
surement similar to that shown in Fig. 1 is performed. WhenA1 is
set to 0° or 90°, the setup corresponds to that shown in Fig. 2.
analyzerA2 is set at different anglesj545°2u with respect to the
vertical axis; this corresponds to a variable transmittanceT
5 cos2 u of beam splitter BS4 in Figs. 1 and 2.
6-3
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respect to the vertical and horizontal axes. In this coordin
system the photons are in the state given in Eq.~5!

C (2)5
~a45

† 22a135
† 2!u0&

A2
5

1

A2
~ u2,0&2u0,2&). ~13!

With the notationua,b& in the current case,a denotes the
photon number of the polarization mode at 45° with resp
to the vertical axis, andb denotes the photon number of th
polarization mode at 135° with respect to the vertical ax
The functions of the beam splitters BS1 and BS2, depicted in
Figs. 1 and 2, are physically combined into one polarizati
independent beam splitter BS. There are two analyzers,
for each arm. For the visibility measurement the analyzerA1
of the transmitted beam is oriented either so that vert
(0°) or horizontal (90°) light is transmitted, correspondin
to the ‘‘1’’ path or ‘‘ 2’’ path in Fig. 2. For the distinguish-
ability measurement the analyzerA1 is oriented at either 45°
or 135°, corresponding to the ‘‘1’’ path or ‘‘ 2’’ path in
Fig. 1.

After passing through the phase shift and the beam spl
the state of interest that will be post-selected is

C (2)5 cos~f!~ u0,1,1,0&2u1,0,0,1&)

1 i sin~f!~ u1,0,1,0&2u0,1,0,1&), ~14!

expressed in the horizontal-polarized-object, and vertic
polarized-object, horizontal-polarized-meter, and vertic
polarized-meter bases. In the 45°- and 135°- polariz
object and 45°- and 135°- polarized-meter bases, the s
can be written as

C (2)5
1

A2
~ u1,0,0,1&eif2u0,1,1,0&e2 if). ~15!

For the reflected arm the analyzerA2 is set at different angles
j5452u from the vertical axis. The analyzerA2, together
with the detector, corresponds to the ‘‘1’’ path of the meter
preceded by a beam splitter with transmittance cos2 u ~or the
‘‘ 2’’ path of the meter preceded by a beam splitter w
transmittance sin2 u). The state of the object, depending o
the outcome of the meter, is

C (2)5 i sin~u!u1,0&eif2 cos~u!u0,1&e2 if. ~16!

The distinguishability between the object statesu1,0& and
u0,1& ~in the 45° and 135° bases! is given by Eq.~10!.

Projected to the horizontal and vertical basis~correspond-
ing to passing through the 50%-50% beam splitter BS5 in the
spatial interferometer in Fig. 3! the state of the object is

C (2)5
i u1,0&

A2
„sin~u!eif2 cos~u!e2 if

…

2
u1,0&

A2
„sin~u!eif1 cos~u!e2 if

…, ~17!

and the visibility is the same as Eq.~11!.
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Our light source is a single-mode argon-ion laser with
wavelength of 351.1 nm. The SPDC crystal isb-BaB2O4
~BBO! with a length 0.5 mm. The crystal is aligned so th
collinear orthogonally polarized photon pairs with equal e
ergy are produced. The pump is separated from the pho
pairs by a dispersion prism. Pinholes and one interfere
filter, with a bandwidth of 10 nm and centered at 702.2 n
further select photon pairs that have the same energy and
travel in the same spatiotemporal mode. Due to the lin
dispersion of the crystal the horizontally and vertically p
larized photons are separated in time. A birefringent crys
line quartz delay line is used to compensate for the lin
dispersion, which makes the two orthogonally polarized p
tons overlap in time @33#. The detectors are activel
quenched single-photon-counting modules~EG&G SPCM!.

The experimental data presented are just as collected~raw
data! without any background subtraction. In Fig. 4 th
squared visibilityV2 and the squared distinguishabilityD2

are plotted as a function of the angleu of analyzerA2. When
the analyzerA1 is set at 0° or 90°, the measurement exhib
interference effects and the visibility goes from 0.0460.04
for u50° to 0.9560.04 foru545° ~squares in Fig. 4!. The
distinguishability goes from 0.1060.04 for u545° to 0.91
60.04 for u50° ~circles in Fig. 4!. We have also plotted
V21D2 ~triangles in Fig. 4!. This shows the complementa
ity between particlelike~which-path information! and wave-
like ~interference! behaviors. Whenu goes from 0° to 45°
the which-path information is~quantum! erased, and the in
terference is restored.

At first glance one would expect that the measured s
D21V2 would be greatest whenD was maximized, since the
measurement ofD essentially follows directly from energy
conservation. The measurement ofV, on the other hand, re
quires interference and hence careful mode matching
agree with theory. From Fig. 4 it is seen that we observe
opposite result, the sumD21V2 is actually greatest whenV
is close to unity. The reason for this, we believe, is due

FIG. 4. Experimentally measured values of the squared visib
V2 ~squares!, squared distinguishabilityD2 ~circles!, and their sum
V21D2 ~triangles! are displayed as a function of the angleu of
analyzerA2 shown in Fig. 3, corresponding to a transmittanceT
5 cos2 u for beam splitter BS4 in Figs. 1 and 2.
6-4
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imperfect dispersion cancellation between the vertically a
horizontally polarized photon impinging on thel/4 plate.
Consequently the two photons are slightly distinguisha
and will not form the perfect entangled-photon state of E
~13!. Instead the state is in a mixture between the des
entangled-photon state and au1,1& state~in the 45° and 135°
bases!. This latter state will lead to an unentangled obje
and meter state by the subsequent energy tapping by
beam splitter, and deteriorate the quality of the distingui
ability measurement.

An important issue, which has not been discussed ex
sively in the context of quantum erasure, is the fact that
necessary entanglement between the object and the mete
be essentially of two types. Path identification necessa
involves a sharp measurement of the object. However,what
is being measured to establish the path of the object dif
from experiment to experiment. In the experiment describ
above it involves a photon-number measurement of the
object modes, the1 mode and the2 mode. It is then pos-
sible to classify the interaction HamiltonianĤ i responsible
for entangling the object and meter degrees of freedom
two classes, depending on whetherĤ i commutes with the
measurement observable~s! or not. In general it is desirable
that it does commute, because this means that theprobability
of finding the object in a particular state does not change
a consequence of the meter entanglement interaction.~The
combined object and meterstate, on the other hand, mus
change, going from a factorizable form to a nonfactoriza
form for an entangled state.! In Ref. @21# such a Hamiltonian,
which commutes with the appropriate which-path obse
able, has been referred to as a quantum-nondemol
~QND!-type Hamiltonian since a perfect entanglement of t
type, and subsequent sharp measurement of the meter m
effectively constitutes a perfect QND measurement of
path. The interaction Hamiltonian in the experiment we ha
performed is of the other class. The entanglement
performed by splitting the state of Eq.~13! in a beam
splitter. The interaction HamiltonianĤ i5p(âĉ†1â†ĉ

1b̂d̂†1b̂†d̂)/4 @where the labeling follows that in Eq.~7!# is
of the Jaynes-Cummings form, and does not commute w
the which-path observables which aren̂a5â†â and n̂b

5b̂†b̂. Therefore, as discussed in Ref.@10#, the object
changes its ‘‘internal’’ state; that is, the probability of find
ing the object in a certain state changes as a consequen
interaction between the object and the meter. In this m
general case, a more extended analysis@10# of complemen-
tarity is required than that expressed by the quantitative
pression in Eq.~4!.

The principal additional complication with the noncom
muting scheme is of a philosophical nature, and has to
with the definition of the word ‘‘object.’’ The easiest way o
dealing with this difficulty is to define the object in terms
a pair of specific states, one representing the object bein
the upper path and the other representing the object bein
the lower path. In our experiment the pertinent object sta
would be u2,0& and u0,2&. However, this definition of an
object has the complication that if the interaction betwe
the object and meter changes the state of the object,
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object, by definition, ceases to exist. Hence the statesu1,0&
andu0,1& would have no significance, although we know th
with the particular interaction Hamiltonian used in our e
periment, e.g., the preinteraction stateu2,0&, is uniquely as-
sociated with the postinteraction stateu1,0& and that both
therefore can be associated with the same object path.
definition of the object in terms of a pair of states is also
odds with our casual understanding of the term. In our
eryday use of the word we usually disregard the particu
state of the object. Thus, for example, a Rb atom is a
atom whether it is in an excited state or in its ground sta
Hence, in a similar experiment to ours, where an excited
atom is prepared in a superposition of two spatiotempo
mode, and a photon is emitted into a set of meter mode
such a way as to enable path identification, it would be qu
natural to speak about the post-interaction, ground-state
atom as the object but in a different ‘‘internal’’ state. How
ever, using photon-number states as object states it is
natural, but still reasonable, to view the statesun,0& and
un21,0& as two different ‘‘internal’’ states of the same ob
ject. Our experiment highlights this contradiction betwe
the two ways of defining the object.

We have avoided most of the complications~both experi-
mental and semantic! associated with a multiple ‘‘internal’’
state object by excluding all but two orthogonal object sta
by post-selection. As have been shown, both path determ
tion and subsequent quantum erasure works nearly perfe
~the discrepancy stems from experimental imperfections! al-
though half the energy and the linear momentum of the
photons of the desired entangled-photon state@Eq. ~13!# are
taken away by the object-meter-state interaction. Still,
two ways of analyzing the experiment, in terms of inform
tion gained@quantitatively expressed by Eq.~4!#, or in terms
of phase-difference kicks, predict correctly that total qua
tum erasure is possible. This is not so surprising since it
long been known that information must always be rep
sented by physical systems@34# and, conversely, that infor
mation theory can be used to describe pure, closed quan
systems. If one prefers to interpret this experiment from
information science point of view or a physics point of vie
is therefore largely a matter of personal preference.

IV. CONCLUSION

To conclude, we have performed a complementarity
periment with a different kind of object. The initial object i
our case, the entangled-photon state of Eq.~13! is in a su-
perposition state of two quanta in either mode while previo
quantum-mechanical experiments have all used ‘‘sing
particle’’ objects~it is also possible to perform erasure e
periments that can be explained in terms of classical phy
@35#!. Furthermore, in our experiment the interaction Ham
tonian between meter and object is not of the QND type, a
as a consequence the state of the object changes radica
a consequence of the object-meter interaction. Yet, as
composite
6-5
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postselected system is a nearly maximally entangled p
state, quantum erasure still works well. As well as examin
the particlelike and wavelike behaviors, we also examine
intermediate cases in which the which-path information
the particlelike behavior gradually is erased and is repla
by visibility and wavelike behavior.
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